Company Profile
Primary Company Details
Company Name: Big Web Technologies Ltd. Trade License Number:
02046108 TIN:772205665647 BIN:19031081509
BASIS Member Number: A427 Company Type: Private Limited
Secondary Company Details
Year Founded: 2015 Incorporated In: Dhaka, Bangladesh Type of
Business: IT Services Total Number of Employees:
Developers / Programmers

10

UI/UX Developers

4

Infrastructure Management

3

Security Researchers / Analysts

6

Business Development Team

5

Finance and Accounts

2

Total Number of full time
employees

30

Company Address
Aziz Bhaban 93 Motijheel C/A (3rd Floor) Dhaka – 1000, Bangladesh

COMPANY PROFILE

Company Communication
TEL: 8802- 9558998 FAX: 8802- 9513865 E-Mail: info@bigweb.com.bd
Website: www.bigweb.com.bd
Management Directory
Md. Muqeet Halim: Managing Director
Md. Muqeet Halim is a third generation businessman. Besides Big Web
Technologies Ltd. he is also the Managing Director of Aziz Food
Products Ltd, a leading chocolate manufacturing company established
in 1991. Md. Muqeet Halim took over the reigns of the business back in
2005, after returning from his studies in London, United Kingdom.
Through unparalleled product innovations and astute technological
developments, he has established the company to what it is today. Mr.
Halim is also the proprietor of M. H. Global Trading, a trading company
dealing with Petrochemical raw materials, Textile raw materials and
consumer electronics. He is also on the boards of A. H. International Ltd
and Aziz Fisheries Ltd.
Monzur Hossain Chowdhury: Chairman and Chief Operating Officer
Monzur H. Chowdhury started his career as a Junior MIS Officer in one
of the leading garment manufacturers in 2008. Rapidly making his way
up the ranks, due to his astute business acumen and impeccable
negotiating skills, he is proven himself to be versatile in today’s
business world.

Syed Ruhul Al Mahmud: Director, Development
Ruhul Mahmud started his career in the late 1990s as a web
programmer. He was the lead programmer of the first ever
Government approved Hajj Pilgrim Database back in 2000 and was the
project manager of the “S.I.C.T” project under the Prime Minister’s
Office in 2002. With over 15 years of experience as a programmer, Mr.
Mahmud brings forth a vast library of knowledge with unprecedented
contribution to the team.
Nadia Ashraf: Director, Finance
With a past of working for one of the leading private banks in
Bangladesh, Ms. Ashraf is a dynamic and shrewd young woman, whose
strategic thinking and extensive knowledge of the industry has led Big
Web Technologies Ltd to be a financially sound company in the market.
She is an absolute indispensable member of the Big Web team.
Business Description
Big Web Technologies Ltd is an up and coming IT services company that
is committed to provide your business with innovative idea, services
and solutions through unyielding industry research, technological
visualization and out-of-the-box pioneer thinking. Since it’s inception in
2015, Big Web Technologies Ltd have successfully acquired Multipoint
Solution, a company with 10 years of experience, and has secured its
position in the IT services industry, providing, among others
1.

IT Infrastructure Solution

2.

IT Consultancy

3.

IT Security and Consultancy

4.

Software and Web App Design and Development

5.

E-Commerce Platforms

6.

Customized CRM

7.

Hosted Virtual Private Servers rental and maintenance

8.

Social Media Marketing

Big Web Technologies Ltd has also successfully developed and
launched, for the first time in Bangladesh, a vulnerability assessment
and penetration testing (VAPT) platform, called Beetles. Teaming up
with some of the best young minds in the field of Cyber Security,
Beetles hosts services such as, among others:
1.

Source Code Audit

2.

Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing

3.

Virus Dissemination

4.

Anti Hacking Procedures

5.

Blacklist Removal

6.

DDOS Protection

Resources and Strengths
Led by a dynamic team with a wide array of experience, both
internationally and domestically, our IT professionals technical support
team provides on-site and off-site, 24X7 service, committed to the
customer’s total satisfaction. We design, develop, customize and
implement our software according to our client’s specific needs.
Even though Beetles is new concept in terms of Bangladesh, this

practice is widely accepted and incorporated in the daily lives of
businesses all over the modern world. Big Web Technologies Ltd. has
found that some of researchers working for top security firms such as
Synack, Cobalt, HackerOne, Bugcrowd etc., are Bangladeshi young men
and women. We have successfully managed to incorporate these
talents into our Beetles platform, as we all share a common vision, to
develop the IT Security sector in Bangladesh and to raise awareness on
the possible dangers of the dark web. Our selected researchers and
analysts are all incorporated in some of the Fortune 500 companies’,
such as Google, Microsoft, Facebook, EBay, Slack, PayPal, hall of fame
as well as previously working freelance for some of the top ranked
security firms abroad. Even then, we have a tough initiation process
where the applicant has to go through a written and practical exam
where we assess them thoroughly and do due diligence checks before
incorporating them into the Beetles program. All of our researchers are
under strict Non Disclosure Agreement Contracts, in accordance with
the laws of The Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh.
Our team is kept up-to-date with extensive training on the latest
technology advances, security adversaries and required skills.
Industry Information
The Internet is infinite, but still growing every day. It has given rise to
new opportunities in every field imaginable, be it business,
entertainment, education or otherwise. Our entire lives have been
neatly packaged and upload in a digital version of ourselves. All our
personal data, our friends and families, our likes and dislikes, even our
financial history and current data are stored in invisible packets in the
vast openness of the world wide web. For our own ease of access, we
have digitalized our entire businesses, where we prefer to store even
the most sensitive information in these packets, all our trade secrets,
our financial data, our vulnerabilities and our opportunities.

The internet has been a boon and an inseparable partner in our modern
lives, but it has its own disadvantages as well. Criminals are now
faceless and seemingly traceless. The bigger weapon now is not a gun,
but a keyboard. From malicious codes to Trojans to phishing and
organized crimes (data theft, DoS, DDoS) are the new threats we face
everyday. The new criminal hides in the Deep Web, without a face or a
name, waiting, only but a keystroke away.
Big Web Technologies Ltd envisions to join the fracas, enlighten the
masses and bring home the fight, protecting and securing the domestic
market. Beetles has been created with the sole purpose of warding off
these criminals, safeguarding the clients’ data, both personal and
professional from such attacks, ensuring that no Revenue Impact or
Business Impact befall the client. The Red Team at Beetles has been
structured and molded in such a fashion, always vigilant, always
protecting. They are strong, versatile and sharp, like the tip of a dagger!
Our Mission
Big Web Technologies Ltd mission is to enhance the business
operations of it’s clients by developing and implementing premium IT
infrastructure solution, services and products, all the way providing our
clients value for their money and delivering complete satisfaction.
Our Vision
Big Web Technologies Ltd aims to be the foremost one-stop, go-to IT
services company for infrastructure solution, security, services and
products to top-tier international and domestic customers.

Our Customers and Experiences
With over 15 years of experience working in this field, Big Web
Technologies Ltd is highly proficient in the arena of providing complete
support for online web based services, including that of building and
maintaining custom CMS and CRM, web applications, managing servers,
data protection and security and email service management as well as
total ERP consultancy, to name a few. Some of our more notable clients
in Bangladesh include, Ambee Pharma Limited, Aziz Pipes Ltd, Aziz Food
Products Ltd, Mega Steel Builders Limited, Go Study BD and Radio Dhol.
While in the international arena, Bluren Global Inc., Malaysia, Smars
Telecom and Desh Cable TV in the United States of America are all a
part of our diverse portfolio.

